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Summary
Summary

The Backup-To-Disk (B2D) solution offered by NetWorker has undergone a significant 
number of changes in NetWorker 8.0 to improve scalability, flexibility, and concurrent 
operations. For the purpose of this document, B2D refers to advanced file type devices 
(AFTDs) and Data Domain device types. It does not include file type devices. 

There are several new attributes used to configure these devices, and several new usage 
scenarios. This technical note provides information that allows you to take full advantage 
of the new solution. 

The following B2D device capabilities and configuration options have changed in 
NetWorker 8.0:

◆ The read-only (RO) mirror device has been removed. 

◆ The device name is now disassociated from its location, so the underlying storage can 
be reconfigured without deleting and recreating the device definition (this was true for 
Data Domain type devices, it is now true for AFTD devices as well). 

◆ A B2D volume can now be shared among multiple devices, and on different storage 
nodes.

◆ Read/write concurrency has been significantly improved with the ability to run 
concurrent backup, recovery and clone operations, including multiple clone 
operations (subject to configuration settings and resource availability).

◆ Scalability has been improved by removing the bottleneck of all write operations to 
the volume going through a single process.

Configuration Attributes

The following section describes configuration attributes related to the NSR device 
resource and the nsrmmd service. The nsrmmd service provides device support, 
generates mount requests, multiplexes save set data during a multi-client backup, and 
de-multiplexes recovery data. Data is sent by save operations to storage media, and 
nsrmmd forwards storage information to nsrmmdbd for recording in the NetWorker server 
media database.

NSR device resource

The following changes to the NSR device resource settings apply to NetWorker 8.0 and 
later:

◆ name: the name attribute is now free-form for AFTDs, as was already the case for Data 
Domain Device type. Any unique name can be used, however it is best practice to 
avoid using spaces or special characters. Specifying the "rd=host:" prefix continues 
to designate the remote storage node controlling the device.

◆ device access information: for AFTDs, the first entry specifies the path to the volume 
local to the controlling storage node. Additional entries can be provided to facilitate 
Direct File Access by enabled clients. This setting is unchanged for Data Domain 
devices.
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Configuration Attributes
◆ max nsrmmd count: this attribute specifies the number of nsrmmd processes that can 
be started for a given device on a storage node. In static mode, NetWorker runs all 
available nsrmmd processes. In dynamic mode, NetWorker starts one nsrmmd 
process per device and adds more only on demand, for example, when a device Target 
Sessions is reached. Depending on the value of the dynamic nsrmmds attribute for 
the controlling storage node resource, the number specified for max nsrmmd count 
will be the number of nsrmmd processes that are started up front, or on demand as 
the load requires.

◆ target sessions/max sessions: these attributes have not changed, but setting target 
sessions and max sessions impacts how the backup load is distributed among 
multiple nsrmmd processes. A nsrmmd will first be filled up to target sessions. 
Subsequent sessions to the given device will be sent to a new nsrmmd process if one 
is available, up to the max nsrmmd count (as long as the session is within the max 
session of the device), less one (the last nsrmmd process is always reserved for read 
purposes). When all nsrmmd up to max nsrmmd count -1 are occupied with save 
operations, the load will be evenly distributed among saving nsrmmd processes.

If the max nsrmmd count setting is such that max_sessions/ target_sessions is greater 
than max nsrmmd count - 1, then processes up to max sessions will be evenly 
distributed among saving mmds, but some mmds are cloning or recovering and hence 
not available for saving. This is demonstrated in the following examples:

• TS=4, MS=16, MaxMMD = 5, 14 sessions sent to device, 3 mmds take 4 sessions 
(TS) each, 4th mmd takes 2 remaining ones

• TS=4, MS=16, MaxMMD = 3, 14 sessions sent to device, 2 mmds take 7 sessions 
each (evenly distributed)

Note: Target sessions does not impact how many recover sessions a nsrmmd will 
handle; a single nsrmmd will take up to max sessions read sessions.

NSR Storage Node

For the NSR storage node, the new attribute dynamic nsrmmds controls how the nsrmmd 
processes are started for B2D devices on this storage node. When set to Disabled, all max 
nsrmmd count nsrmmd processes for each device are started up front. When set to 
Enabled, only one nsrmmd process is started at first, but when new requests are received, 
additional nsrmmd processes may be started to handle the request. A new nsrmmd 
process is started if the incoming request is incompatible with the work the current 
nsrmmd processes are doing (for example, if all nsrmmd are in use for backup but a 
recovery request comes in, clone request, and so on). A new nsrmmd process may also be 
started if the current saving nsrmmd processes are already writing at the target sessions 
value.

One mmd is reserved for non-backup purposes, ensuring that backup sessions are not 
sent to all possible mmds for a device. Therefore, if all devices are handling backups, 
regardless of the number of sessions, and a recover request is received, this request will 
be handled by that reserved mmd. No redistribution of save sessions is necessary, since 
no save session was sent to that last mmd.
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Concurrent operations

Since nsrmmd processes cannot operate in multiple modes (exclusively reading, writing 
or cloning), in previous releases read-write concurrency had been provided by a RO mirror 
device definition. This allowed for simultaneous backup and recovery because the 
requests were handled by distinct nsrmmd processes. Even though concurrent backup 
and recovery was possible, concurrent clone operations could not be performed. Also, the 
additional device definitions lead to confusing reporting and occasionally resulted in 
misconfiguration.

In NetWorker 8.0, concurrent access to the volume is provided by multiple nsrmmd 
processes. Up to max nsrmmd count processes can concurrently operate on a volume, 
allowing for simultaneous backup, recovery and multiple clone requests. Furthermore, 
multiple device definitions accessing the same B2D volume provide for even further 
concurrency control. For example, a read-only NSR device can be created to provide 
arbitrary read access for cloning and recovery operations, while another device accessing 
the same volume continues to be fully available for backup. Unlike the case with RO 
mirror, there are no multiple copies of save sets in the media database.

The number of operations which can be run concurrently is limited by the max nsrmmd 
count setting. Regular clone operations require a dedicated nsrmmd process. Clone 
Controlled Replication operations can share a single nsrmmd. If more than target 
sessions are sent to a device, multiple nsrmmd processes will be assigned to handle the 
backup. In this case, the number of remaining nsrmmd processes left to handle recovery, 
cloning and stage operations may be lower than anticipated.

Considerations and optimizations

Destructive operations are not allowed when a volume is being used through another 
nsrmmd process, or another device instance. For example, recover space operation 
requests will be denied if a read operation is performed from volume via any other means. 
At the same time, recover space will proceed without issues if the device is only being 
used for backup at the time. Volume label is only allowed if the volume is entirely idle (no 
backup or recovery) and the volume is not mounted via any other device instance.

Example 1 TS=4, MS=32, Max nsrmmd=4

◆ Two backup sessions, two recover sessions, one clone reading from the device

• Backup sessions handled by one nsrmmd, recover requests by the second 
nsrmmd, clone handled by a third nsrmmd; one nsrmmd available to take 
additional requests

◆ Six backup sessions, two recover sessions, one clone read request

• 4 backup sessions handled by first nsrmmd, 2 backup sessions by second 
nsrmmd, recover sessions handled by the third nsrmmd, clone operation 
consuming the last nsrmmd; additional backup sessions would first fill the second 
nsrmmd up to 4 and then load level between the two backup mmds until max 
sessions is reached; additional recover requests up to MS 32 would be handled by 
the recovering nsrmmd, additional clone requests cannot proceed until another 
nsrmmd process becomes available

Example 2 TS=1, MS=16, max nsrmmd=16
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Firewall considerations
◆ 16 backup sessions, 5 recover requests, one regular clone request (in this order). The 
clone operation must wait for an available mmd. In this scenario, 15 mmds are 
occupied by save sessions (14*1 + 1*2) and the 16th mmd is being used for recovery. 
As soon as one of the mmds is free (upon completing backup sessions, or completing 
recoveries, whichever occurs first), the clone will proceed.

• One nsrmmd handling 2 sessions, 14 nsrmmds handling 1 session each, last 
nsrmmd handling all recover sessions; clone does not proceed until a nsrmmd is 
available

◆ 12 backup sessions, 5 recover requests, 2 regular clone request, 5 clone-controlled 
replication (CCR) requests

• 12 nsrmmd handling one session each, 1 nsrmmd handling 5 recovery sessions, 2 
nsrmmd for 2 regular clones and 1 nsrmmd for 5 CCR.

◆ 10 clone read requests, 5 backup sessions, 1 recover

• Each nsrmmd handling one session

Note: This applies to regular clone requests; CCR clone reads are handled by a single 
mmd.

◆ 20 backup sessions

• 1 nsrmmd process handling 2 sessions, 14 nsrmmd processes handling one 
session each, one nsrmmd idle ready to handle read request, 4 backup sessions 
waiting for some backup sessions to finish

Example 3 TS=4, MS=32, max nsrmmd=16

◆ 32 backup sessions, 5 recover requests, 5 regular clone requests

• 8 nsrmmds handling 4 sessions each, one nsrmmd handling recover requests, 5 
nsrmmds handling clones, 2 nsrmmds ready for further recover and/or clone 
requests

Firewall considerations

One firewall port must be open for each nsrmmd process, so the firewall requirements 
play an important role when deciding the values for max nsrmmd count and dynamic 
nsrmmd attributes. For firewalls that do not allow unattended ports, the dynamic 
nsrmmds attribute of the NSR Storage Node resource must be set to Disabled. In this 
case, all max nsrmmd count processes will be started for each B2D device and occupy a 
port as long as they exist. It is important to set the max nsrmmd count for all devices so 
that the storage node has enough CPU and memory resources to sustain these processes. 

Dynamic nsrmmd setting implications for performance

If the firewall requirements allow unattended ports, the dynamic nsrmmds provisioning is 
likely going to benefit the environment. When set to enabled, the nsrmmd processes start 
on demand as required. As such, one does not need to constantly run as many nsrmmd 
processes as the maximum requirement allows. One nsrmmd process always runs, and 
additional processes start as required. This will also help with backup throughput; if more 
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than target sessions are sent to a volume, they will be handled by multiple nsrmmd 
processes, avoiding the single writer bottleneck. When evaluating whether this setting is 
appropriate for the environment, note that the nsrmmd process does not shut down 
immediately upon completing a request, but waits to handle queued requests before 
exiting. As such, if there is sufficient load, the startup cost and time is incurred only once 
at the beginning of the backup window.

Use Cases

The following diagrams demonstrate use cases that explain some of the benefits that the 
new B2D functionality introduced in NetWorker 8.0 provides.

Note: All of these use cases can also apply to DD Boost devices, which may offer 
additional benefits over AFTD devices.

Example 1 The first diagram shows a single storage node with a single device that can be accessed 
by 3 clients.

The device is located on local storage using a mount point (file system) of /data1. There is 
a directory in this mount point that is called AFTD.

If only a single AFTD device was required in the file system, this path (/data1/AFTD) could 
be used as the device access path. However, in this instance, a subdirectory named Dir1 
(/data1/AFTD/Dir1) is used. The device name (Dev1a) is created in this subdirectory. 
Dev1a is the device name and could be any arbitrary name. It does not need to be related 
to the location of the device.
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For Client Direct functionality, the device access path also has 
‘Zaphod:/Data1/AFTD/Dir1’ listed, in addition to the local devices access information 
(/Data1/AFTD/Dir1).

The device itself consists of a number of separate files and directories within the Dir1 
folder. This device will have a volume created and this volume will be labelled to 
distinguish it from other volumes. The volume will also be associated to a pool so that it 
can be selected for operation depending on the NetWorker configuration.

The green NSRMMD_1 is the first nsrmmd process that is started automatically and 
remains persistent while the device is enabled. This NSRMMD process will be used for the 
first sessions. Other nsrmmd processes will be started (shown in grey) as demand 
increases and as configuration allows. Two of the clients are backing up to the device. The 
1st client is using the Client Direct workflow and is sending its data directly to the device. 
When CD is being used the nsrmmd process is not involved in the data movement, 
however it does use the original nsrmmd to act as a control and monitoring process.

The 2nd client is not using CD but is sending the backup data to the SN using the 
traditional storage node workflow. The same (original) nsrmmd process can be used for 
this (as well as the CD control) up to the target sessions allowed. After this point, another 
nsrmmd process is used (NSRMMD_X). With storage node workflow, the NSRMMD 
process is managing the data movement.

The third client now requires to recover data from a previously successful backup. Since 
there are no recovery nsrmmds running, a new nsrmmd process is started to service this 
read session. The NSRMMD_R shows the nsrmmd process that is used to service this 
recovery session. Note that the file system where the Dev1a AFTD device is located has a 
capacity of 500GB. However, the total amount of space available to the Dev1a device is 
restricted to 250GB due to an AFTD capacity percentage of 50% being applied to this 
device. This leaves a further 250GB of space to remain available for other process’s or 
other devices to use.
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Example 2 This next diagram shows a similar storage node with a single AFTD device. However, in 
this example, the storage is not local but is a NFS mount from a NAS system. The mount 
point is called /NAS and again this has a subdirectory called AFTD in which we have 
created the Dir1 directory for the AFTD device Dir1.

The NAS system has a large amount of space available, but a limit of 500 GB has been 
applied to the disk space available to the storage node (the mount point shows a capacity 
of 500GB). Client 2 can use the storage node workflow as previously, and uses the 
nsrmmd to manage the data and write to the AFTD device via the NFS to the NAS system. 
However, when Client 1 uses the Client Direct method, Client 1 can write directly to the 
NAS system (NAS1), avoiding the storage node and nsrmmd in the data path. The nsrmmd 
is still used to control and monitor the device.
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Example 3 Because the storage is a NAS system, there is no issue in allowing the same storage to be 
available on a different storage. In the diagram, the Beetle storage node has the same 
mount and storage as that of the Zaphod storage node. Here, another instance of the 
device has been created.

The Dev1b device has a different name than the original device on Zaphod (Dev1a), but all 
other attributes are similar. For example, the Device access information on the local host 
is the same and the Client direct access path is also the same.

As this is a different device on a different storage node, the number of nsrmmds is set 
independently to that of the Zaphod device. This allows more sessions and nsrmmds to 
be used than would be permitted on a single device on the same storage node. Although 
this may allow for greater flexibility and throughput, the IO capacity of the storage and/or 
bandwidth available via the network may be limited or may introduce performance issues 
beyond the capabilities managed by the NetWorker environment.

Example 4 The next use case diagram shows a similar layout using local storage. In this example, two 
devices with unique names use the same storage directory. They can both access the 
same volume which belongs to the same pool.
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Using two devices allows a greater number of nsrmmds to be used. As with the NAS 
example, this allows for greater flexibility and throughput, however, the IO capacity of the 
storage and the impact of disk thrashing may also be a limiting factor.

Example 5 The next diagram shows a slightly different version of Example 4 where two devices are 
used to access the same volume. In this instance, the Dev1b device is set to read-only. 
This allows for cloning (read) or recovery operations to occur independently of the backup 
operations that may be going on with the original Dev1a device.
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Changes to handling of larger volumes

In previous releases, administrators carved up large storage units into multiple AFTD 
volumes due to the limitations placed on staging, cloning, and recovery from these 
volumes. For example, performing cloning and recovery operations at the same time, and 
the difficulty of backing up all data to a single volume and waiting until all data is cloned 
to proceed with recovery. Also, there were performance implications related to writing a 
large number of sessions through a single nsrmmd.

These limitations have been removed. In NetWorker 8.0, you can perform recovery, 
cloning and staging from a volume at the same time, reclaim space when a volume is not 
reading, and multiple nsrmmd processes allow you to handle a large number of backup 
sessions. With these enhancements, you can now create fewer volumes of larger size, 
reducing administrative overhead.
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